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Computational and experimental investigation of intermolecular states
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A study of the intermolecular potential-energy surface~IPS! and the intermolecular states of the
perprotonated and perdeuterated benzene–He complex is reported. From a fit toab initio data
computed within the coupled cluster singles and doubles including connected triples model for 280
interaction geometries, an analytic IPS including two- to four-body atom–atom terms is obtained.
This IPS, and two other Lennard-Jones atom–atom surfaces from the literature, are each employed
in dynamically exact~within the rigid-monomer approximation! calculations ofJ50 intermolecular
states of the isotopomers. Rotational constants and Raman-scattering coefficients for intermolecular
vibrational transitions are also calculated for each of the three surfaces. The calculated results are
compared with experimental results reported herein pertaining to intermolecular Raman spectra of
benzene–He. The calculated rotational constants are compared with experimental values from the
literature. The fitted IPS of this work leads to calculated observables that match the experimental
results very well. The IPSs from the literature are not as successful, specifically in regard to the
intermolecular Raman spectra. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1628217#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Helium-containing van der Waals molecules were amo
the first weakly bound species to be studied by laser sp
troscopy of cold molecular-beam samples.1–6 Interest in such
species has continued into the present7–21for several reasons
First, the intermolecular forces pertaining to them are re
tively simple. Thus, one has the expectation that quantita
comparison between results fromab initio calculations of
cluster properties and those from experiment should be
sible for such species~e.g., see Ref. 18 and referenc
therein!. Second, the small intermolecular bond energies
molecule–He complexes, together with the sm
complexation-induced perturbation of the intramolecu
level structure of the molecular moiety, render the spec
particularly useful as model systems for the investigation
predissociation and intramolecular vibrational energy-fl
dynamics~e.g., Refs. 4, 13, 15!. Third, the complexes can
exhibit very large-amplitude intermolecular motions at lo
readily accessible excitation energies~e.g., see Refs. 17, 21!.
Hence, they are good species for the investigation and m
eling of such motions. Finally, relatively recent develo
ments have made possible the study of molecule-doped
lium droplets.22 The promise that such experiments have

a!Electronic mail: felker@chem.ucla.edu
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regard to the molecular spectroscopy of nonvolatile and tr
sient species and the characterization of fluid dynamics o
nanoscopic scale highlights the need for a fuller charac
ization of the forces between helium atoms a
polyatomics—the kind of information that is available,
principle, from studies of molecule–He complexes.

One class of molecule–He complexes that has been
subject of numerous studies, experimental and comp
tional, is that for which the molecule is an aromatic speci
Among such studies are ones involving helium complexes
s-tetrazine,3,7,9 benzene,5 aniline,10,12,16 t-stilbene,8,11,13,15

p-methyl-trans-stilbene,14 1,2-dimethylnaphthalene,17 and
naphthalene, anthracene, and tetracene.19,20 In addition, work
pertaining to larger clusters involving an aromatic molec
solvated by several19–21 or many helium atoms23,24 has also
been reported. One of the interests in these species lies i
fact that they represent useful systems for gaining insi
into the behavior of helium on graphite surfaces. Further,
anisotropy of the aromatic–He interaction leads to intere
ing large-amplitude motions of the helium atoms, even
very low excitation energies. Finally, the ability to system
atically vary the aromatic–He interaction by changing t
characteristics of the aromatic moiety provides a means
which to probe systematically the influences of solute on
unique properties of liquid helium.24
6 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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Despite the considerable interest in aromatic–Hen com-
plexes and clusters, quantitative information pertaining
aromatic–He intermolecular potential-energy surfaces~IPSs!
and the testing of such surfaces against experimental re
is rather limited. Our aim in this paper is to further th
progress in this area by reporting on a computational
experimental investigation of the IPS governing the inter
tion between helium and benzene. In particular, we have
formed coupled-cluster singles and doubles with connec
triples25 @CCSD~T!# ab initio electronic-structure calcula
tions of benzene–He interaction energies over a wide ra
of geometries. We have also fitted these interaction ener
to an analytic function to obtain a fitted IPS accurate to
cm21 ~root-mean-squared! with respect to theab initio re-
sults. Second, we have performed dynamically exact~within
the rigid-monomer approximation! calculations of theJ50
intermolecular states of the benzene–He van der Waals c
plex for this fitted IPS, as well as for two other IPSs th
have appeared in the literature. From these results we h
also computed rotational constants and matrix elements
evant to spectroscopic transitions between the intermolec
states. Finally, we have performed experiments involving
measurement of intermolecular Raman spectra for the
protonated and perdeuterated benzene–He species. Be
adding to the rather sparse body of experimental results
lating to intermolecular level structures of He-containi
complexes, comparison of these results on benzene–He
the results of our intermolecular-state calculations provide
test of the accuracy of the IPSs employed in the latter. In
comparison the fitted IPS presented here holds up well.
other two IPSs are found to be lacking. The implications
these results are discussed.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II pertains
the electronic structure calculations and the fitting of the
sults of those calculations to obtain an analytic IPS. T
characteristics of the IPS are also considered. Section
deals with the methods and results relating to the numer
solution of the intermolecular Schro¨dinger equation for the
benzene–He complex. Section IV outlines the procedu
employed to measure intermolecular Raman spectra of
perprotonated and perdeuterated benzene–He complexe
Sec. V the experimental results are presented. Section VI
concluding discussion.

II. COMPUTED INTERMOLECULAR
POTENTIAL-ENERGY SURFACE

A. Ab initio calculations

Benzene–He interaction energies were calculated byab
initio electronic-structure techniques for 309 interaction
ometries. The calculations were performed at a level foun
yield excellent agreement with experiment for oth
benzene-containing van der Waals complexes.26–29 That is,
the coupled cluster singles and doubles including conne
triples corrections@CCSD~T!# model25 with an augmented
correlation-consistent polarized-valence atomic ba
set ~aug-cc-pVDZ! extended with a set o
Downloaded 29 Jan 2010 to 147.156.182.23. Redistribution subject to AI
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3s3p2d1 f 1g (33 211) bond functions~see, e.g., Ref. 26 for
the exponents defining the 33 211 set! was employed. The
bond functions were placed in the middle of the vector jo
ing the benzene center of mass with the He nucleus.
benzene moiety was taken to have a fixedD6h planar geom-
etry with RCC51.397 Å andRCH51.08 Å. The position of
the He nucleus relative to the benzene center of mass va
over a volume encompassing distances from 0 to 5 Å ab
the ring plane and 0 to 7 Å from the benzeneC6 axis. All
interaction energies were counterpoise corrected30 and were
computed in the frozen-core approximation by theDALTON

program.31–33The complete set of geometries and interact
energies is available from Ref. 34.

B. Fitted potential surface

The ab initio results corresponding to interaction ene
gies less than the benzene–He dissociation energy~280 data
points! were fitted ~Marquardt’s nonlinear least-square
algorithm35! to an analytic function,Vfit(d), containing 18
adjustable parameters. The functional form used is very s
lar to that employed by some of us28 in the fitting of IPS data
on a similar species~i.e., benzene–Ar!. It is given by

Vfit~d!5C01W0F(
k

V2~r k!1(
l ,k

V3~r k ,r l !

1 (
m, l ,k

V4~r k ,r l ,r m!G . ~1!

Here, d is the position vector from the benzene center
mass to the He nucleus, with its components (x,y,z) mea-
sured with respect to a Cartesian coordinate system defi
by anx̂ axis parallel to a C–C bond bisector, aŷ axis parallel
to a C–H bond, and aẑ axis parallel to the benzeneC6

symmetry axis and completing a right-handed coordin
system. Further

r k[@~x2Xk!
21~y2Yk!

21bz~z2Zk!
2#1/2 ~2!

is a modified distance between the He and thekth carbon
nucleus located at (Xk ,Yk ,Zk),

V2~r k![w2~r k!1(
i 53

5

ciw
i~r k!1c6w̃6~r k! ~3!

contains two-body terms,

V3~r k ,r l ![(
i 51

2

cii w
i~r k!w

i~r l !1(
i , j

ci j @wi~r k!w
j~r l !

1wi~r l !w
j~r k!# ~4!

contains three-body terms,
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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V4~r k ,r l ,r m![c111w~r k!w~r l !w~r m!1c122@w~r k!w
2~r l !w

2~r m!1w2~r k!w
2~r l !w~r m!1w2~r k!w~r l !w

2~r m!#

1(
i 52

3

c11i@w~r k!w~r l !w
i~r m!1w~r k!w

i~r l !w~r m!1wi~r k!w~r l !w~r m!# ~5!
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contains four-body terms,

w~r k![12exp@2a~r k2r 0!#, ~6!

w̃(r k)5w(r k) if r k>r 0 and w̃(r k)50 if r k,r 0 , and

C0[6@11c31c41c51c6#115@c111c2212~c121c13

1c141c23!#120@c11113~c1121c1131c122!#. ~7!

@C0 ensuresVfit(d)→0 for udu→`.# The 18 fitting param-
eters inVfit(d) are listed in Table I. The parameters produ
a standard deviation of 0.5 cm21 between the fitted IPS
~which we henceforth shall label ‘‘IPS-A’’! and theab initio
points. The deviations of IPS-A from theab initio energies at
each of the grid points used in the fit are reported in Ref.

Figure 1 shows contour plots relating to four cuts
IPS-A. The first lines of Table II summarize information r
lating to the fixed points on the surface. The overall shape
the surface is similar to surfaces computed by similar me
for the S0 andS1 electronic states of benzene–Ar.28 That is,
there are two global minima corresponding to central bind
of the He along theC6 axis of benzene. There are six equiv
lent local minima in the benzene plane at the periphery of
ring along bisectors of the C–C bonds. There are six equ
lent saddle points, located in the benzene plane along C
bond vectors, that separate these local minima. And, th
are six equivalent saddle points on each side of the ben
plane that lie along the minimum-energy paths from glo
minimum #1-to-in-plane local minimum-to-global minimum
#2. Given the light mass of He and by analogy to t
cyclopropane–He complex,36 the relative energies of thes
fixed points are such that one might expect appreciable s
tings due to ring–plane crossings of the atom in

TABLE I. Parameters of the analytic benzene–helium IPS (Vfit or IPS-A!
fitted to theab initio data. The value of the IPS is zero for infinite separati
of the benzene and helium.

r 0 /Å 7.220 527
a/Å21 0.572 446
bz 1.264 890
W0 /cm21 0.023 767
c3 0.058 387
c4 26.914 851
c5 22.083 808
c6 85.429 568
c11 216.956 997
c12 0.586 429
c22 9.073 184
c13 1.821 920
c14 1.874 776
c23 20.098 396
c111 23.235 122
c112 22.631 504
c122 1.423 777
c113 22.117 152
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benzene–He complex. This expectation is borne out by
results of calculations of intermolecular states, as repo
below.

III. CALCULATION OF INTERMOLECULAR STATES
AND TRANSITION INTENSITIES

A. Intermolecular potential-energy surfaces

Direct tests of the accuracy of an IPS require the co
parison of experimental observables with calculations
those observables under the assumption that the IPS in q
tion governs the intermolecular interaction. We have p
formed calculations of intermolecular level structure, int
molecular Raman-transition intensities, and rotatio
constants for benzene–He using IPS-A. In the interes
helping to assess the accuracy of other IPSs relating
benzene–He, we have also performed such calculations
two other surfaces. One of these~‘‘IPS-B’’ ! was constructed
from the generic aromatic–He, Lennard-Jones, atom–a
pair-potential parameters of Ref. 21. This approach tow
obtaining an aromatic–He IPS from a transferable set of
rameters has been employed in studies of several heli
containing complexes and clusters~e.g., see Refs. 15, 17
21!. Another potential~‘‘IPS-C’’ ! was taken from Ref. 24
wherein it was employed in Feynmann path-integral calcu
tions of benzene–Hen cluster properties. This generalize
~angle-dependent! Lennard-Jones, atom–atom pair-potent
surface was obtained from a fit to theab initio data of Ref.
37. For all three IPSs we took the C–C and C–H bo
lengths to be 1.397 and 1.08 Å, respectively.

It is pertinent to examine briefly some of the features
IPS-B and IPS-C. The two surfaces differ significantly fro
one another and from IPS-A. Table II summarizes inform
tion related to the fixed points of these surfaces in addition
those of IPS-A. IPS-A and IPS-B appear somewhat simila
one another in respect to the positions and energies of t
fixed points. However, the minima along the C–C bisect
for IPS-A are saddle points for IPS-B. Moreover, the sad
points above and below the benzene plane for IPS-A~at
228.87 cm21! have no counterparts for IPS-B. Most per
nent, though,x, y contour plots forz5ze (ze being thez
value at the global minimum! show that confinement in thex,
y directions is considerably tighter for IPS-A than it is fo
IPS-B. In regard to IPS-C, three of its fixed-point types a
of the same qualitative nature as those of IPS-B. It has c
siderably more structure than the latter surface, though
evidenced by the presence of four additional fixed-po
types. Further, and most important, IPS-C is shifted to s
nificantly higher energies than either of the other two s
faces over most of the relevant three-dimensional space,
like IPS-B, thex, y confinement nearz5ze is less tight than
for IPS-A.
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 1. Contour plots ofVfit ~IPS-A!. ~a! The y50 plane.~b! The x50 plane.~c! The z53.157 Å plane.~d! The z50 plane. The energy figures are give
in cm21. The contour lines are separated by 10 cm21 except for the215 cm21 contours in~c!.
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B. JÄ0 Intermolecular level structure

In a previous work on benzene–Ar~Ref. 38! we have
described an approach involving filter-diagonalization39–41

variational calculations of intermolecular states in benzen
atom complexes. We use a similar approach here in app
tion to benzene–He. The only procedural difference betw
the work reported here and the prior report arises from
Downloaded 29 Jan 2010 to 147.156.182.23. Redistribution subject to AI
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need to consider rare-gas-atom tunneling from one side
the benzene plane to the other in the He case, wherea
such consideration is needed in the Ar case.

Briefly, we express the intermolecular Hamiltonian in
body-fixed frame~BF! embedded in the benzene moiety wi
its origin at the complex’s center of mass. We choose t
frame to be the same as the (x̂,ŷ,ẑ) axis system defined in
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Sec. II B. The intermolecular vibrational Hamiltonian is
function of the position vector,d, that points from the ben
zene center of mass to the He nucleus.42,43 The components
of this vector with respect to the body-fixed axes, expres
as the cylindrical coordinatesz, r[Ax21y2, and F
[tan21(y/x), are the three intermolecular coordinates that
choose for this system. The kinetic-energy portion of
intermolecular vibrational Hamiltonian in these coordina
is given by Eq.~3.15a! of Ref. 44. The specific inertial pa
rameters used here for benzene–He are given in Table

The intermolecular Hamiltonian was diagonalized in
symmetry-adapted direct-product basis composed of a
dimensional harmonic-oscillator discrete variable represe
tion in z ~e.g., see Ref. 45! and two-dimensional harmonic
oscillator eigenfunctions inx andy @e.g., see Eqs.~5.1! and
~5.2! of Ref. 44#. The relevant molecular symmetry group
G245G123E* , G12 being identical to that employed in Re
43. ~In denoting the irreducible representations~irreps! of
G24 we use the notation of Ref. 43 and append a single pr
for those irreps that are symmetric with respect toE* and a
double prime for those that are antisymmetric.! Values of the
parameters defining the primitive basis functions are give
Table III.

Tables IV–VI present results of theJ50 calculations for
the lowest-energy states of three IPSs. There are sev
points of note in respect to these results. First, there are
nificant differences in the zero-point energies of the spe
~relative to dissociation! for the three IPSs. These differenc
correlate with the differences in the global-energy minima
the surfaces~see Table II!. Second, splittings due to ring–
plane crossing are appreciable for many of the levels on
the surfaces, but are particularly prevalent for IPS-A. Inde

TABLE II. Fixed points of benzene–He intermolecular potential-energy s
faces. The values of the coordinates are in Å and the values ofV, measured
from the benzene–He dissociation energy, are in cm21. Fixed points sym-
metrically equivalent to those listed have been omitted from the table.

Minima Saddle points

(x,y,z) V (x,y,z) V

IPS-A ~0,0,3.157! 289.59 ~0,5.391,0! 220.76
~4.741,0,0! 244.73 ~2.926,0,3.237! 228.87

IPS-B ~0,0,3.149! 2100.33 ~0,5.497,0! 223.09
~4.937,0,0! 240.24

IPS-C ~0,0,3.282! 266.09 ~0,5.462,0! 217.10
~2.847,0,2.690! 243.56 ~4.890,0,0! 228.37

~1.936,0,3.521! 235.55
~0,2.924,3.002! 231.74
~0,2.353,3.457! 230.03
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for that surface all the levels except the zero point are ap
ciably split. In this regard, it is notable that, of the thre
surfaces, only IPS-A has minima located in the benze
plane. Third, assignment of most of the states in terms o
doubly degenerate in-plane van der Waals bending mo
nb , and a singly degenerate van der Waals stretching m
ns ~such as for benzene–Ar,28,43,46–51for example! can be
done only nominally, at best. This is because even the low
energy states involve large-amplitude motions that sam
significantly anharmonic regions of the relevant IPS. Hav
said this, one notes, however, that the 1E18/1E19 states for
each IPS have significantnb character, as judged by the
basis-state compositions. This point is important because
van der Waals bending fundamentals that have been
served to be the most intense bands in the intermolec
Raman spectra of aromatic–rare gas complexes.46,50 This
leads one to expect strong Raman features
15.75 cm21 (1 E18←1 A18) and 15.97 cm21 (1 E19←1 A19) for
IPS-A, at 13.06 cm21 for IPS-B, and at 7.32/7.33 cm21 for
IPS-C. We shall examine this expectation more quant
tively below.

C. Rotational constants and Raman intensities

Results from experiment pertaining to the ground-st
manifold of benzene–He consist of rotational constants
the zero-point level5 and intermolecular Raman spectra
reported in Sec. V below. In order to make a connect
between these results and possible IPS functions, we h
performed calculations of rotational constants and Ram
scattering coefficients for the three IPSs. The calculations
based on the results of Ref. 38, wherein it was shown
such molecular constants could be extracted fromJ50
eigenstates by suitable transformation to an Eckart bo
fixed frame.

-TABLE IV. Calculated intermolecular vibrational energies~in cm21! of
benzene–He for IPS-A.

States h6 d6

1 A18/1 A19 0a 0b

1 E18/1 E19 15.75/15.97 16.03/16.14
2 A18/2 A19 16.26/16.90 16.82/17.38
1 E28/1 E29 17.45/19.72 17.88/20.04
2 E18/2 E19 17.47/19.90 17.73/20.02
1 B28/1 B29 17.51/20.89 17.90/21.05
3 A18/3 A19 18.67/21.00 18.92/21.10

aThe zero point for theh6 isotopomer is229.98 cm21.
bThe zero point for thed6 isotopomer is230.75 cm21.
e.
TABLE III. Basis-set and inertial parameters for intermolecular-state calculations on benzene–He.

Nz580 gz51.40 Å21 z050.0 Å
Nr530 gr51.701 Å21 vmax550
NF5102 l max550
mHe54.0026 amu mbenzene578.046 95 (84.084)a amu
I'

b 588.7846 (107.398) amu-Å2 I i5177.569 (214.796) amu-Å2

aValues in parentheses refer to perdeuterated benzene.
bI' is the in-plane moment of inertia of benzene andI i is the out-of-plane moment of inertia of the molecul
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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12961J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 24, 22 December 2003 The benzene–helium van der Waals complex
One complication in applying the ‘‘Eckart’’ procedure
of Ref. 38 to benzene–He arises because of the ring–p
crossings that are feasible in the species. These very-la
amplitude motions preclude any ready identification of
reference geometry that is necessary for the definition o
Eckart frame.52,53 We have skirted this complication b
working with ‘‘single-sided’’ (G12 molecular symmetry
group! J50 eigenstates rather than the double-sided one
Sec. III B. Justification for the validity of this approximatio
lies in the fact that none of the computedG24 zero-point
levels of Sec. III B is appreciably split by ring–plane cros
ing. Consequently, the rotational constants of aG24 zero-
point state on a given IPS should be the same as the
stants corresponding to theG12 zero point on the same
surface. Similarly, Raman ‘‘doorway’’ states associated w
theG2406 levels should be well-approximated by symmet
and antisymmetric combinations~with respect toE* ) of the
relevant doorway state associated with theG12 zero point.
From these doorway states and the otherG24 eigenfunctions,
polarizability matrix elements~and from them Raman sca
tering coefficients! involving 01 and 02 as initial states can
be computed.

G12 eigenstates were computed by the same proced
as employed by us previously for the calculation ofJ50
intermolecular states of benzene–Ar.38 The inertial and IPS
parameters used were identical to those of theG24 calcula-
tions described in Sec. III B. As expected from the lack
G24 splittings, the computedG12 zero-point energies for eac
isotopomer and for each IPS were identical~to within ,0.01

TABLE V. Calculated intermolecular vibrational energies~in cm21! of
benzene–He for IPS-B.

States h6 d6

1 A18/1 A19 0a 0b

1 E18/1 E19 13.06c 12.78c

2 A18/2 A19 19.82 19.55
1 E28/1 E29 22.82 22.35
2 E18/2 E19 27.35/27.36 26.91
1 B28/1 B29 29.44/29.46 28.89/28.90
3 A18/3 A19 32.08/32.14 31.68/31.72
1 B18/1 B19 32.15 31.41
2 E28/2 E29 33.72/33.83 33.18/33.23

aThe zero point for theh6 isotopomer is252.57 cm21.
bThe zero point for thed6 isotopomer is253.09 cm21.
cA single number in a column indicates that the splitting due to ring–pl
crossing is less than 0.01 cm21.

TABLE VI. Calculated intermolecular vibrational energies~in cm21! of
benzene–He for IPS-C.

States h6 d6

1 A18/1 A19 0a 0b

1 E18/1 E19 7.32/7.33 7.41c

2 A18/2 A19 8.92/8.95 8.87/8.90
1 E28/1 E29 11.07/11.14 11.00/11.04

aThe zero point for theh6 isotopomer is218.78 cm21.
bThe zero point for thed6 isotopomer is219.24 cm21.
cA single number in a column indicates that the splitting due to ring–pl
crossing is less than 0.01 cm21.
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cm21! to the analogousG24 energies. The Eckart referenc
geometry chosen for a given IPS was that for which
helium lies along the benzeneC6 axis at a distance from the
benzene plane equal to the expectation value ofz for the
relevant zero-point level.

Table VII presents the results of the rotational-const
calculations for theh6 isotopomers for each of the thre
IPSs. Also given in the table are experimental results deri
from spectroscopy on theS1←S0 60

1 band of benzene–He
Within the rather broad error limits quoted for the expe
mental results there is agreement with the constants c
puted for all three surfaces, though those for IPS-A a
IPS-B agree best with experiment. In making these comp
sons it is important to point out that two, significantly diffe
ent sets of rotational constants derived from experiment
quoted in Ref. 5. One set was obtained by fitting experim
tal results after fixing~a! the C constants for the 00 and 61

levels of the complex to the correspondingA constants in
benzene and~b! the Coriolis constant for the 61 level of the
complex~z8! to its value in benzene. A second set was o
tained by fitting after fixing onlyz8. Herein, we compare ou
computed results only with the latter set, since the fixing
theC constants to benzene values is unjustified for a spe
as floppy as benzene–He.

To calculate Raman scattering coefficients we make
assumption that intermolecular Raman bands gain their
tensity via the ‘‘libration-induced mechanism,’’29,46,50,54,55

wherein cluster polarizability components are modula
during the course of an intermolecular vibration by virtue
the changing projection of the permanent polarizability co
ponents of monomer moieties along cluster-fixed axes. W
this approximation and Eq.~5.4! of Ref. 38, Raman scatter
ing coefficients were computed fromG24 doorway states de
rived from G12 zero-point eigenfunctions~see above!. In
these calculations benzene’s polarizability components w
taken to be the same as those used in Ref. 50. Table
presents calculated scattering coefficients for transiti
originating in the 1A18 and 1A19 ~i.e., 06) levels. The impor-
tant result is that the (1E18,1E19)←06 transitions are the
most intense by a significant amount. Indeed, for IPS-B a
IPS-C, no other bands have scattering coefficients within
order of magnitude of these. The results for IPS-A indic
that bands at slightly higher frequencies than t
(1 E18,1E19)←06 bands might also be observable. O
notes, however, that the two (1E18,1E19)←06 bands occur
very close to the same frequency, whereas the other ba
with appreciable computed scattering coefficients do

e

e

TABLE VII. Calculated rotational constants~in cm21! of benzene–helium
zero-point levels.

IPS ^uzu&a B C

A 3.607 0.1204 0.0956
B 3.428 0.1241 0.0957
C 3.890 0.1120 0.0965
Exptb 0.12260.021 0.09860.006

aThe expectation value ofz in Å for the state. The same value was used
define the reference geometry for the relevant IPS.

bFrom Ref. 5.
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overlap one another. The point is that, for IPS-A, the ov
lapped (1E18,1E19)←06 bands are computed to have abo
five times the intensity of the second-most intense featur
the intermolecular Raman spectrum.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Mass-selective, ionization-loss stimulated Raman sp
troscopy~ILSRS! was implemented with an apparatus th
has been described elsewhere.50,54Briefly, stimulated Raman
transitions were driven by a two-color pulse derived from
frequency-doubled output of an injection-seeded Nd:YAG
ser and the output of a dye laser pumped by that Nd:Y
laser. The Raman transitions were probed by mass-selec
resonantly enhanced two-photon ionization~R2PI! driven by
the frequency-doubled output of a second dye laser. This
laser was pumped by a second Nd:YAG laser fired at a d
to the first. The R2PI field was tuned so as to yield a pho
ion signal sensitive to the population of the initial vibration
level involved in the Raman transition. Raman transitio
thus registered as depletions in the baseline, mass-sele
photoion signal as the Raman frequency was scanned.
this work the stimulated Raman resolution was 0.03 cm21

and the R2PI resolution was about 0.3 cm21. For a given
isotopomer the R2PI field was tuned to theS1→S0 60

1 band
of the species~about 2 cm21 to the blue of the bare benzen
60

1 band!.5

Helium complexes of benzene were formed by pass
He gas~at 70 bar! over neat benzene held at 0 °C and th
expanding the gas mixture into vacuum through the 0.8-m
diameter orifice of a pulsed valve~General Valve Series 9!.
The resulting supersonic molecular beam containing
complexes was skimmed before it entered the i
acceleration region of a time-of-flight mass spectrome
~TOFMS!, where it intersected the focused stimulate
Raman and R2PI fields. Photoions were detected at the
of the TOFMS by a dual microchannel plate, the output
which was amplified and directed to a fast oscilloscope an
boxcar integrator. The gate of the boxcar integrator was
so as to average the photoion mass signal arising from

TABLE VIII. Calculated scattering coefficients for intermolecular Ram
transitions originating in the zero-point levels of benzene–helium.

Final state Transition frequency/cm21 Sv8v /Å6

IPS-A 1 E18 15.75~16.03!a 0.64
1 E19 15.97~16.14! 0.84
2 E18 17.47~17.73! 0.32
2 E19 19.90~20.02! 0.21

IPS-B 1 E18 13.06 1.66
1 E19 13.06 1.66
2 A18 19.80 0.05
2 A19 19.80 0.05
2 E18 27.34 0.03
2 E19 27.35 0.03

IPS-C 1 E18 7.32 2.33
1 E19 7.33 2.34
2 A18 8.91 0.17
2 A19 8.95 0.17

aFrequencies in parentheses correspond to the perdeuterated isotopom
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parent ion of the complex being studied. The output of
boxcar was dumped to a computer in synchrony with
scanning of the dye laser used to generate one of
stimulated-Raman fields. In this way the computer collec
a spectrum of mass-selected photoions versus stimula
Raman frequency.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 2 shows intermolecular ILSRS spectra measu
for the perprotonated and perdeuterated benzene–4He com-
plexes. In addition to the rotational-Raman features pea
near 4 cm21, one sees broad structure for both species c
tered near 16.5 cm21. Spectra obtained for Raman shifts u
to 50 cm21 revealed no other significantly intense, distin
bands.

Figures 3~a!—bottom and 3~b!—bottom show ILSRS
band contours in the 13–22 cm21 region of perprotonated
benzene–He measured, respectively, for parallel- and
pendicularly polarized Raman fields. These spectra, by
lack of any sharp, polarization-dependent feature, clea
show that the Raman structure arises from an anisotro
Raman band~s!. In this respect the data are consistent w
the intensity being due, at least in part, to the (1E18,1E19)
←06 bands computed~for all three IPSs! to be the dominant
features in the intermolecular Raman spectra. We have
plored this point further by comparing the observed conto
with simulated (1E18,1E19)←06 band contours. In the simu
lations we have taken account of the fact that one of
linearly polarized stimulated-Raman fields is intense eno
to produce optical-field-induced pendular states when in
acting with the anisotropic polarizability of the benzene–
complex. In other words, we have simulatedpendularband
contours. A description of the procedure employed for th
simulations is given in Ref. 50. The values of the parame
used in the calculations are as follows: The rotational c

FIG. 2. ILSRS spectra of perdeuterated~top! and perprotonated~bottom!
benzene–He. In both cases the parent ion of the pertinent complex
detected.

r.
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stants for the 06 states were taken to be those given in Ta
VII for IPS-A. Those for 1E18 and 1E19 were taken asB
50.1087 cm21, C50.1003 cm21, and 2Cz50.1194 cm21

~z being the first-order Coriolis constant!. These were com-
puted from theG121E1 J50 eigenstate for IPS-A as per th
procedure described in Sec. III C. The polarizability anis
ropy of the complex was assumed to bea i2a'526.6 Å3.56

The optical-field intensity was taken as 231010W cm22,
and the sample temperature was assumed to be 1 K~both
values approximate experimental conditions!. The top traces
in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! show pendular band contours com
puted for parallel- and perpendicularly polarized Ram
fields, respectively. While quantitative matches betwe
these calculated contours and the corresponding meas
ones of Fig. 3 cannot be expected owing to~i! the spatial and
temporal variation of the experimental optical-field intensi
~ii ! the likely overlap oftwo bands in the measured spectr
and~iii ! uncertainties in the molecular constants and exp

FIG. 3. Stimulated-Raman band contours of perprotonated benzene
taken with the two stimulated Raman fields polarized~a! parallel and~b!
perpendicular to one another. In both~a! and ~b! the bottom trace is a
measured ILSRS spectrum and the top trace is a pendular band co
calculated according to details provided in the text.
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mental parameters, one sees clearly that there is good q
tative agreement in regard to the overall shapes and wi
of the contours. This agreement solidifies the assignmen
the dominant structure as the pendular bands of
(1 E18,1E19)←06 transitions. Further, it allows for an est
mate of 16.0 cm21 as the average of the band centers of th
transitions. Finally, the comparison between computed
measured band contours strongly suggests that the w
structure in the 18–22 cm21 region of the measured spect
is due to bands other than the (1E18,1E19)←06 ones.

With the foregoing, one is in a position to assess
degree to which the experimental Raman results match
results of the computations based on each of the three
~Table VIII!. One concludes that the experimental resu
match very well those computed under the assumption
IPS-A governs the benzene–He interaction. Both theh6 and
the d6 species have a dominant intermolecular Raman f
ture near 16.0 cm21, just where the IPS-A calculations pre
dict that the (1E18,1E19)←06 bands should occur with five
times more~integrated! intensity than any other intermolecu
lar band. Further, the weaker structure at 18–22 cm21 in the
experimental data matches the expectation, based on IP
calculations, that the (2E18,2E19)←06 Raman bands should
appear in just this spectral region with sufficient intensity
be observable. Compared with the IPS-A results, howe
the calculated results based on both IPS-B and IPS-C ar
significantly worse agreement with experiment. Both sets
calculations predict too-small frequencies for t
(1 E18,1E19)←06 main bands. Both also lead to the expec
tion that these main bands will likely be the only ones w
observable intensity in the spectra. The upshot is that IP
gives a much more accurate accounting of the experime
Raman observables of benzene–He than either of the o
two surfaces.

It is pertinent to consider reasons as to why the t
literature IPSs considered in this work are significantly le
accurate than IPS-A in respect to their agreement with m
sured intermolecular Raman spectra. IPS-B is of the ato
atom Lennard-Jones form. While such a form has the virt
of simplicity and ease of calculation, the absence of mul
tom terms renders it deficient in the quantitative modeling
aromatic–atom IPSs.26,47,48,57One particular manifestation o
this deficiency is the significant underestimation of interm
lecular bending frequencies.58 Such underestimation in th
case of benzene–He may be expected to lead to too-s
frequencies for the (1E18,1E19)←06 transitions ~as ob-
served!, since these transitions have significant bendin
fundamental character. IPS-C is also a pairwise-addit
atom–atom potential and lacks three-body and higher ter
Moreover, its parameters are derived24 from a fit to ab initio
data computed37 at a lower level than that reported her
Hence, the significant deviation of the calculated IPS-C R
man results from experimental results is also not unexpec

VI. CONCLUSION

Analytic IPS functions obtained by fitting to CCSD~T!
ab initio results have yielded good agreement with expe
ment for the benzene–Ar~Ref. 27! and benzene–N2 ~Ref.

He
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29! complexes. In both cases rotational-constant a
intermolecular-level-structure data from experiment ha
been reproduced in calculations employing such IPSs. In
present report, we have shown that a similar situation app
to benzene–He. While the experimental data on benzene
are not as extensive as for these other complexes, those
do exist are completely consistent with the fitted IPS
ported herein~IPS-A!. Benzene–He thus serves as a furth
example of the utility of CCSD~T! calculations in mapping
out accurate IPSs for weakly bound complexes.
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